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Chinese Officials:

Capital Flight to Western Countries
Wan-Jung Southerland

Abstract
Corruption is a serious problem in China, one that could threaten the rule of the Chinese Communist Party. Many corrupt officials have taken their illegal gains and fled to other countries.
Due to a lack of an extradition treaty with China and a relatively loose immigration policy, the
United States is a favorite destination for Chinese officials. The avenues through which these officials’ capital flight occurs include cash smuggling, underground or regular banking, falsification
of trade and business transactions, money laundering, and immigration. While there are financial
regulations that monitor suspicious capital transactions in the United States, it is still difficult to
track these runaway officials if they are careful transferring and accessing the money. Additionally, they use aliases or dummy accounts. Investing in real estate is an especially quick and safe
way for these individuals to turn illegal money into tangible assets, because the real estate industry receives less scrutiny: buyers can easily make onetime payments in cash and purchase properties under different names to disguise ownership. Though they are not immediate threats to U.S.
national security, corrupt Chinese officials could violate U.S. laws and potentially be blackmailed
or coerced into hurting U.S. interests for fear of being exposed.
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Introduction
Every corrupt official like Yu Zhendong1 will be investigated and repatriated when
he/she enters the U.S. [if his/her crimes committed in China are confirmed].
Thomas V. Fuentes, Office of International Operations, Federal Bureau of Investigation2

The Chinese Communist Party regards corruption as one of the most serious threats to its rule.
Since Xi Jinping assumed his position as President in November 2012, he has repeatedly warned
that rampant corruption has threatened the Party’s survival and pledged to make anti-corruption
3

the priority of his tenure. While the Chinese government has increased efforts to reduce corruption at home, it also recognizes the problem of corrupt officials fleeing overseas with large
amounts of illegal gains. People’s Bank of China’s 2008 report estimated that since the mid1990s between 16,000 to 18,000 government employees have fled overseas, carrying more than
4

RMB 800 billion (approximate USD 129.56 billion). More recently, the Central Commission for
Discipline and Inspection estimated that illegal capital flight from China exceeded USD 1 trillion
as of 2012.

5

This is of concern to the United States because these individuals could violate U.S. laws and
regulations. Additionally, as a signatory of the United Nations Convention Against Corruption,
the United States is obligated to render legal assistance to other signatory countries, and vice
versa.
This paper explores techniques used to transfer money out of China at differ-ent stages of
capital flight, which countries are preferred destinations for corrupt officials, and how they use
the money. Based on findings, the paper analyzes possible methods of tracking runaway
government employees.

5

Capital Flight Methods
Cash-Smuggling, underground and Foreign Banks, Offshore Centers, Cash Back
Smuggling cash in person or in suitcases is a low-cost yet high-risk way of moving money, and
the amount that can be carried is limited. In certain cases, cash is carried by “parallel traders”
(水客), travelers who charge transportation fees for ferrying goods across borders, in smaller
6

7

amounts at multiple times. Parallel traders are hired by “underground banks” (地下钱庄) to
carry the money from China to Hong Kong or Macau. Tracing the source of funds back to the
8

original clients is difficult, even if the parallel traders get caught. Some individuals simply try
bringing cash into the United States in person. From 2010 to 2012 approximately USD 1 million
was found being carried by Chinese citizens at Los Angeles International Airport, and 18% of
9

cash seized in Detroit airports in 2011was from Chinese nationals.

Underground banks are one of the most popular channels to launder and transfer funds out of
10

China. Their operations are especially active along China’s southeast coast and Inner Mongolia
11

area. A Chinese client can deposit money into the underground banks’ designated accounts in
China and pay a 0.8% - 1.5% fee, and the money will be wired to their accounts in Hong Kong.
Usually the transferred amounts are less than RMB 1 million (approximately USD 163,100) per
transaction to avoid attracting attention. The banks prefer to deal with familiar customers, and
12

they also provide services to immigration agencies’ clients. In Shenzhen some underground
13

banks are reportedly fronted as study abroad agencies.

Another way to transfer money abroad is by depositing money with Chinese banks and obtaining loans from their overseas branches in Hong Kong, the United States, and other countries.
This method is not illegal, yet the threshold is higher, such as a minimum deposit amount of
14

RMB 6 million (approximately USD 978,600). Foreign banks in China, such as Liechtenstein
Bank, also allow customers to deposit money or purchase foreign funds in China and withdraw
15

the money overseas. Mortgaging assets in China to banks in the United States to obtain loans is
a new capital flight technique. Daniel H. Deng, a well-known Chinese attorney based in Cali6

“Mortgaging assets in China to banks in the United States to obtain
loans is a new capital flight technique.”
fornia, pointed out that some corrupt officials possessing many assets in China would transfer
the ownership of their assets to family or friends in China, and then mortgage those assets to
16

Chinese-owned banks in the United States to obtain loans.

Offshore financial centers in the Caribbean and the Pacific Ocean, such as the British Virgin
Islands, Cayman Islands, Bermuda, or Samoa, are often used by corrupt Chinese individuals
who are affiliated with state-owned enterprises (SOEs) or listed companies to store their embezzled assets. These individuals establish offshore companies by themselves or jointly with other
foreign companies. They then purchase materials or equipment from these offshore entities on
behalf of their companies in China at prices that are much higher than the market price, or sell
goods to these companies at prices much lower than the market price. In doing so, assets are
transferred to the offshore accounts during these seemingly normal transactions. The corrupt
individuals also sell goods to offshore companies without charging them and then only record
17

the transaction as “accounts receivable.” A 2013 report released by Offshore Incorporations, a
company that provides international incorporations and corporate services, indicated that China
18

and Hong Kong are the top sources of clients for offshore financial centers. However, due to
privacy policies, it is difficult to determine the actual owners of offshore companies.
Shopping with credit cards outside of China or withdrawing cash with bank cards such as
19

China UnionPay (中国银联) from ATM machines in Hong Kong and Macau are also methods
20

to move money across the border. In addition, such bank cards are reportedly used by Chinese
cardholders to make fake purchases in retail shops in Hong Kong and Macau to receive cash
back. Customers can also swipe UnionPay cards to buy up to RMB 10 million (approximately
USD 1,635,330) of gold at jewelry stores in Hong Kong and Macau and sell it back immediately
for cash.

21
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Trade and Business Transactions
Many corrupt individuals in charge of trade-related transactions take advantage of their positions to transfer illegal gains overseas. As such, corrupt company managers in China who have
connections with their foreign counterparts can arrange for advance payments of imported goods
and delays in collecting payments for exported commodities so as to keep parts of the payments
22

abroad. For example, Song Jianping (宋建平), former manager of Shanxi Technology Import
and Export Corporation (山西省技术进出口公司) and Shanxi Resources International Corporation (山西大典商贸公司), embezzled USD 17.98 million of the latter’s remittance for exports in
23

2004 and hid the payments overseas.

Some corrupt individuals prepare fake charge agreements and import contracts (with no real
purchases) and falsify the amounts of commission, consulting fees, technology royalties, or
advertisement costs. They then transfer payments to overseas accounts for the nonexistent sales
24

or inflated fees. For instance, Huang Hongsheng (黄宏生), former chairman of the Hong Konglisted company, Skyworth Digital Holdings Limited (创维数码控股有限公司), was found guilty
of issuing fake checks in the name of “commission” or “consulting fees” to embezzle approximately HKD 48.38 million (approximately USD 6,239,590) from this company’s subsidiaries
25

between 2000 and 2004. Some corrupt SOE officials transfer large amounts of company money
overseas in the name of equipment procurement, importation, or investment; they then embezzle
the money and lie that the money was lost, due to commercial fraud by the suppliers, and could
26

not be recovered.

Similarly, some employees inflate the prices of imported equipment or raw materials and take
kickbacks from foreign suppliers. When exporting products, they lower prices and ask foreign
27

purchasers to pay price differences directly to their personal accounts overseas. In cases like
these, “capital flight” does not necessarily involve cross-border transactions, since bribes and
kickbacks can be paid directly into the overseas accounts of SOE employees who are in charge
of procurement or import and export matters. Kickbacks can also be paid in the form of real estate, as well as payments or arrangements for these corrupt employees’ children to live and study
8

28

abroad.

Capital flight is also carried out through business transactions between Chinese companies
and foreign companies that were established by corrupt individuals affiliated with the Chinese
companies. Unscrupulous managers of some SOEs have been known to have arranged for their
overseas companies to buy shares in the Chinese companies at low prices and take dividends
29

for themselves. The responsible persons of some SOEs also reportedly established branches
in foreign countries, transferred capital and assets to those overseas branches, and pocketed the
30

transferred public funds.

Money Laundering
Not only are casinos in Macau a place for corrupt officials to launder their illegal proceeds, but
they also are vehicles used for capital flight. Gamblers first deposit money with junket services
31

or borrow money from them, and then use the money in Macau for gambling. Gambling promoters also help transfer funds from China to Macau. However, Jorge A. F. Godinho, an international business law professor at University of Macau, pointed out that sometimes no actual funds
are transferred, but instead there is “a simple balancing of accounts between credits in mainland
China and debits in Macau.” The existence of junket agents makes it more difficult to determine
32

the identity of the gamblers and their source of funds. Gamblers can cash in casino chips in
33

U.S. dollars or Hong Kong dollars and then transfer the money to overseas accounts.

Buying artwork, such as paintings or calligraphy in China, selling them abroad, and depositing
the profits in foreign currency in overseas accounts is another method for money laundering and
capital flight. Alternatively, individuals can purchase artwork overseas at an inflated price and
transfer money to offshore accounts. Sophie Song of International Business Times pointed out
that these methods are preferred because the products can be traded anonymously, the prices are
“fuzzy,” the artwork can be transported easily, counterfeits are not easily detected, and payments
34

are often made in cash.

9

Immigration
Immigration is usually the last step of the capital flight, which gives corrupt officials resident
or citizen status so that they can eventually escape to their preferred destinations. Usually the
officials will first send their spouse and children overseas, using this as an excuse to send money
abroad. After their family members become citizens, it is easy for these officials to apply for
green cards.
Some corrupt officials and their family members take advantage of loopholes in the systems
and commit immigration fraud. Corrupt officials often have multiple Chinese passports in case of
an emergency. Instead of using fake passports, they use fake national identification cards to apply
for real passports. It reportedly costs only RMB 30,000 to RMB 50,000 (approximately USD
4,906 to USD 8,177) to bribe a public security bureau chief to obtain a fake national identifica35

tion. Scandals like this have been reported in provinces such as Hunan and Jilin. While sending children to study abroad does not easily arouse suspicion, sending spouses abroad can easily
raise an alarm. As a result, there have been cases in which corrupt Chinese officials divorced
their wives, let their wives get into sham marriages with U.S. citizens, and then joined their
36

wives later after their wives became permanent residents in the United States. Furthermore,
there have also been reports of corrupt officials’ mistresses who chose to give birth to babies in
37

the United States to obtain citizenship for the children. However, the children must be 21 years
old before they can apply for green cards for their parents.
In addition to immigration loopholes, the United States, with its relatively loose requirements
to apply for immigrant investor programs, enables corrupt Chinese officials to obtain resident
or citizen status and to transfer money freely. These loose requirements provide opportunities
for runaway officials to enter the country without arousing suspicion. Although applicants to the
38

U.S. EB-5 investment immigration program are required to declare and clarify their sources of
wealth, such requirements are not typically strictly enforced because, in most cases, their sources
39

of wealth cannot be verified.

10

In certain cases, some government officials let their spouses be the main applicants because
background checks on the main applicants are often stricter. As co-applicants, the officials are
only required to provide some basic information, and they are able to avoid disclosing their gov40

ernment status, only reporting other affiliations, such as directorship in companies. Some officials even apply for permanent residency in African countries, such as Guinea-Bissau or Gambia,
in order to obtain Hong Kong resident status through investing in the Hong Kong Capital Invest41

42

ment Entrant scheme, which excludes applicants who only have Chinese resident status.

For fear of repatriation, some corrupt officials have made up excuses to apply for political
asylum in the United States. Corrupt Chinese officials, or so-called “questionable officials,”
reportedly account for approximately 25% of the Chinese to whom the United States has granted
43

asylum. Some U.S. companies have reportedly targeted corrupt officials as their clientele and
work with local attorneys to provide “one-stop” service, which includes buying real estate, mon44

ey laundering, and applying for legal status to stay in the United States. An immigration service
agency in Long Island, New York, once told a reporter that not only is it able to help get legal
status for corrupt officials in the United States, but it also can facilitate the release of officials
who had been imprisoned in China. The agency claimed to have connections to turn an official
who was convicted of corruption in China into a “political prisoner,” or even getting a medical
parole. It then used fake identifications or falsified documents to obtain U.S. bank accounts for
45

the corrupt official.

Western Countries Are Preferred Destinations
Higher-level corrupt officials involved in the transfer of larger amounts of illegal gains usually prefer Western countries, particularly the United States, Canada, Australia, New Zealand,
46

and certain European Union countries. In addition to having a better standard of living, Western countries’ protection of human rights, a thorough judiciary process, and lack of extradi47

48

tion treaties with China make it more difficult for runaway fugitives to be repatriated. The
United States is an especially ideal destination because of its relatively loose immigration policy
11

49

and “lengthy” judicial procedures. After the global financial crisis in 2009, some European
countries, such as Spain, began to loosen their limitations on investment immigration to attract
foreign investment. Some corrupt Chinese officials also started to look into investment and
immigration opportunities in countries such as the United Kingdom, France, Germany, and the
Netherlands. Among these countries, France is the most popular for its asylum-related provisions
in its immigration laws and its central geographic location, which makes it easy for corrupt officials to escape in case of emergency.

50

However, lower-level officials tend to go to China’s neighboring countries, such as Thailand,
Burma, Malaysia, Mongolia, and Russia, because they are closer and it is cheaper to escape
there. However, it is riskier to remain in these countries because the Chinese government has a
51

closer relationship with their governments. Those officials who cannot obtain legal documents
to enter Western countries right away tend to wait in Africa, Latin America, and Eastern Europe.

52

Many runaway officials use Hong Kong as a transit point not only because Hong Kong pass53

port holders can travel to the Commonwealth countries without getting a visa in advance, but
54

also because of the ease of transferring money out of Hong Kong, making it convenient for corrupt officials to receive proceeds of crimes and transfer them abroad.

Real Estate Appears to Be the Top Investment Choice for Illegal Gains in the United States.
Investing in real estate is a quick way for many runaway officials to launder and secure their
illegal gains after the money arrives at its destination. Foreigners intending to launder money
quickly are willing to pay cash at higher prices than the market rate, thus driving up regional
55

real estate prices. Chinese buyers spent approximately USD 12.3 billion in the U.S. real estate
56

market in 2012, and 70% of the buyers made onetime payments in cash.

57

Los Angeles and New York have become more common targets of runaway Chinese officials.

Real estate agencies in California noted that the number of Chinese buyers who spent more than

12

USD 1 million (some in cash) purchasing properties in San Gabriel Valley, Los Angeles County,
had increased by 40% in recent years, nearly doubling the prices of housing in some upscale,
58

predominantly Chinese residential areas.

In 2014, real estate brokers estimated that Chinese

have become the biggest foreign buyers of properties in New York City, in terms of both value
59

and volume. In fact, Chinese invested more than USD 3 billion in real estate in New York City,
60

a 43% increase from the previous year.

While not all buyers paying cash for properties are corrupt, a real estate industry lacking suf61

ficient anti-money-laundering regulations offers potential loopholes. An industry expert indicated that while accountants, banks, and attorneys are required to ask for their clients’ source of
funds, unwritten industry “rules” about avoiding asking for names of people who provided funds
62

to the clients and their relationship with the clients exist. In addition, real estate agencies in the
63

United States are not obligated to report suspicious activities. Many Chinese buyers are very
discrete about their transactions and choose to register companies in the United States to buy
houses under the name of their respective companies to hide their identities. Most buyers able to
afford millions of dollars’ worth of housing are often very low-profile and would prefer to live
in a sparsely populated community. However, it is difficult to differentiate regular buyers from
64

corrupt officials.

65

In addition to buying properties to become homeowners or landlords and paying for daily
necessities, immigration-related fees, or children’s education, the illegal gains are also spent on
66

67

investing in stocks, acquiring companies and restaurants, buying luxury goods, such as fancy
68

cars, jewelry, watches, and fine dining. Some runaway officials gamble in Las Vegas to launder
their money.

69

Corrupt local law enforcement personnel have been known to extort money from exposed
corrupt officials who wish to keep their identities secret. In one case, people who had bribed a
runaway official when he was still in China later hired U.S. gang members to collect and recover
70

money from him.
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Tracking Corrupt Officials and the Money in the United States
71

72

The Bank Secrecy Act and the U.S. Patriot Act require financial institutions to report suspicious financial activities and to take due diligence procedures to enhance scrutiny of accounts
belonging to politically exposed foreigners, their family, or close aides. However, it is still difficult for U.S. banks or law enforcement agencies to detect the inflow of illegal money if these
individuals are careful transferring money to the United States (e.g., not exceeding USD 10,000
in daily transactions) and accessing it. These officials can transfer money to accounts associated
with their fake identities, family, companies they establish, or even mistresses, making it harder
to trace any suspicious activities back to them.
Corrupt Chinese officials prefer to settle down in major cities on both the East and West
Coasts, where there are large Chinese populations. Chinese communities in the United States appear to be well aware of news regarding these officials’ presence in the United States. Attorneys,
accountants, or real estate agents are those who have the most direct or indirect contact with
these officials. According to online forums and newspapers aimed at Chinese citizens residing in
the United States, Chinese immigrants share information about potentially suspicious consump73

tion patterns of their Chinese neighbors. They are also aware of the Internal Revenue Service’s
74

whistleblower program, which provides rewards to people who report tax evasion. However,
unless the runaway officials are high-profile figures who receive significant coverage in Chinese
media, it is less likely for average people with no access to financial records or personal information to determine if someone is a corrupt official in hiding.
Given the fact that purchasing properties with cash is not under strict scrutiny in the United
States and enjoying a luxurious lifestyle does not necessarily raise a red flag, tracking financial
transactions and capital flow is not the most efficient way of identifying corrupt officials who flee
to the United States. In addition, without a name or any personal identifiers, trying to find corrupt
75

runaway officials is almost an impossible task. If the Chinese government provided a name list

and additional personal information, these fugitives might be found more easily. However, if the
14

runaway officials use fake identities to obtain real passports without the Chinese government
knowing it, other identifiers, such as biometric data, would be helpful for locating their whereabouts. For example, since all foreigners, permanent residents, and naturalized citizens are fingerprinted either when they enter the United States or when they apply for a change of status, these
Chinese officials’ biometric data must be in the Department of Homeland Security databases. If
the Chinese government can provide such biometric data to U.S. law enforcement agencies, even
officials with different aliases can be located.

Conclusion and Future Trends
While corrupt Chinese officials bringing large amounts of illegal money into the United States
do not pose an immediate threat to U.S. national security, they violate U.S. laws by committing
money laundering, immigration fraud, and tax evasion, or receiving proceeds from crimes. These
officials could potentially also pose an espionage threat both at the government and corporate
levels. A fear of being exposed makes them more susceptible to blackmail or being coerced into
acts that could harm U.S. interests. The Chinese government has been voicing a growing concern
over corruption and loss of state assets. As a result, the country has begun to solicit assistance
from U.S. law enforcement agencies.
While the United States does not have an extradition treaty with China, the U.S.-China Mutual
76

Legal Assistance Agreement signed in 2000 provides the framework for cooperation, including,
but not limited to evidence and identities of the criminals to be provided to the requested country,
77

as well as forfeiture and sharing of proceeds. Despite the fact that China’s human rights record
and different judicial system often impede bilateral collaboration, there have been suggestions in
78

Chinese media, such as the Global Times, that China should consider sharing proceeds to pro79

vide incentives for U.S. cooperation. Currently, the U.S. and Chinese governments are expanding discussion on runaway corrupt officials and the subsequent stolen assets. Officials from both
80

countries plan to discuss potential legal cooperation in August 2015.
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